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Absrract-This work IS a continuation of our earlier work on the Generalized Guard-zones Algorithm 
(GGA) for self-supervised parameter learning. An atlempt is made here for the automatic determination 
of the guard-zone parameter i'N (i.e. the threshold used for discarding doubtful or mislabeled samples) at 
every instant of learning, for the general m-elass N-featu re pattern recognition problem. This is done by 
minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) of the estimate, under a simple probabilistic model which takes 
into consideration the presence of mislabeled training samples. Under the assumptions of normality, it is 
found that Ihe estimates for i," so obtained are distribution-free, that is, they do not depend on the 
parameters of the distribution. They are functions of N, the iteration number n and certain percentage 
points or the beta distribution with parameters Nand TI - N. The effectiveness of the automatic selection 
of guard-zone dimension is further demonstrated on a bivariate three-class data set to show the 
improvement in performance of the GGA. 

GGA Learning Optimum dimension/threshold 

1. INTRODUCTION automatically based on mean squared error (MSE). 
The explicit expressions for the MSE are obtained for 

A Generalized Guard-lOne Algorithm (GGA) was both the GGA and the non-GGA (i.e. the usual 
described by Pathak and Pal(l) for learning class unsupervised stochastic approximation learning 
parameters using a restricted updating program, algorithm not based on guard-zone) using the model 
together with investigation of its stochastic conver ofChittineni,16l involving mislabeled training samples. 
gence for optimum learning. Basically, the aim of the An approximation for the guard-zone parameter An 
GGA is to detect mislabeled training samples and was obtained for which the MSE for the GGA is 
outliers and to reject them from the parameter updat smaller than that for the non-GGA. In other words, 
ing procedure. The algorithm is a generalization of the value of i'N selected automatically by the system 
some existing ones(2.J) which were found to be useful makes the GGA discard the doubtful (mislabeled) 
for practical data but without mathematical formu samples from the training procedure, thus improving 
lation of their various features (e.g. con vergence, its performance vis-it-vis the non-GGA for self-super
optimum dimension for guard zone/threshold, per vised learning. 
formance in presence of mislabeling, etc.) This feature is further exemplified with the help of 

Recently, it was reported(4) that the guard zone a two-feature three-class normally distributed data 
parameter (An) of GGA lies between certain bounds set. 
and the recognition rate increases when the guard 
zone is made "dynamic" by making its zone-control 2. THE GENERALIZED GUARD-ZONE ALGORITHM 

(GGA)(11ling parameter dcpendent on current estimates. It 
should be mentioned here that the zone-controlling 

Let us consider a general m-class pattern recogniparameter was kept constant in the algorithms/experi
tion problem, where C j , j = 1, ... , m, denotes the ithments of Pal et alP) and Chien{3). 
class. ror this purpose, let the feature vector selectedHowever, the problem of automatic selection of the
 
be
guard-zone parameter i'li was not greatly facilitated by 

the above study, and continued to be an impediment in 
the practical implementation of the GGA. It became 
necessary therefore, to tackle this problem from a Let us assume that: 
different viewpoint, that is, by using criteria other (AI) The probability densities P~(X) of X for the 
than stochastic convergence. This led to the present classes C.. k = 1, ... , /11, are continuous and of the 

work, which attempts to determine the values of same parametric family. 

guard-zone dimension at every instant of learning (A2) The densities Pk (.) involve a q-dimensional 
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parameter vector Ok' which needs to be learned, either 
wholly or partly. 

(A3) The densities Pk(') admit of moments of the 
first two orders, i.e. 

E(X ICk ) := Ilk and 

Disp(XICkl:= 1:k 

exist. 
(A4) An unbiased statistie exists for the parameter 

vector 0. 
Let us suppose that for the purpose of learning Ok> 

a set of samples 

{Xlk) Xlk) Xlk)}
l' 2, ... , nk 

is provided, for k := 1, ... , m, where the superscripts 
k denote the labels "given" to the respcctive samples, 
as opposed to their true labels. 

We assume that: 
(A5) The training samples for any given class are 

all statistically independent. 
The GGA for estimating (8k) recursively IS as 

follows: 
O~) := f(X~)) for n := 1 

~,k~ 1 - aMy~kl for n > 1, (la) 

where 

y~k) := O:,k~ 1 _ f(X:,k)) if X:~) E G(~~~ I ),") (lb) 

(illlk) is thc nth-stage estimate of (h, 
{all} is a sequence of positive numbers, 
f: IRti 

.... IR" is a continuous map, defining an unbiased
 
statistic for 0.,
 
~~k~! is the (11 - l)th-stage GGA estimate of Ilk>
 

G(p~k~ I' I.n ) := {X: XE IRN 
, d(X, p~k~ J) ~ 1.
Il }, 

X

8
(j2(x, y) := (x - y)'Bn(x - Y),
 

M is a symmetric positive definite matrix, which may
 
or may not be a function of the training samples
 
X::) (some examples are given in Refs (1) and (5)),
 

M is a positive number, suitably chosen.
 
Incidentally, G(a, r) is the guard-zone and, clearly, 

is nothing but a closed ball centred at a and having 
radius r. In essence, this algorithm allows only those 
training samples to be used for the updating program 
which lie within the corresponding guard-zone centred 
at the preceding estimate of the mean. Training 
samples which lie outside it are ignored, and at the 
corresponding stages the estimate is kept unchanged. 

The choice of the various parameters of the algor
ithm, namely {an), AM and BM, is governed by a 
number of factors, which depend on the criterion of 
performance chosen. This point was discussed to 
some extent by Pal and Pa1. (5 

) 

3. MODELU, G MISLABELED TRAINING SAMPLES 

A very simple but realistic model, inspired by 
Chittineni,(6) is adopted to describe the situation in 
which there may be mislabeled training samples. Let 
wand wdenote, respectively, the true and the given 

labels. Clearly, 

W, IV E { I, 2, ... , m} := Dp say. 

Let 7I:k := P(w := k) denote the a priori probability 
for the class ek , k:= I, ... ,m. Further, let 
Pk(X) := p(XI II' := k) be the class-conditional prob
ability density of the feature vector X. Also, let ::lkj 
denote the probability that a sample from CJ is given 
the label k, i.e. 

Ct.kj:= P(w = kill' = i), fori, k:= I, .... , m. (2) 

Clearly, 

Under this model, it can be shown that for any 
subset Ak(n) of the sample space, the probability 
dcnsity of a sample labeled k is 

p(X~kl):= p(XII!w:= k) = p(XI~':= k) 

'" = I fJkj(n)p(Xlw =i) if X~k)EAk(I1), 
J=! 

given IV = k	 (3a) 

I
no

{3t;(n)p(XIIV := i), otherwise, (3b) 
]=1 

where Ak(n):= {x: XEG(,sl~k~! Jill), 

flk;!n) := P(Ak(I1J1X, W := k, IV := i)akjrr)P(lv := k)(3c) 

P:j (l1) = P(Ai(I1)IX, IV:= k, IV:= j)iXk]ll)P(w = k), 
(3d) 

provided we are prepared to assume that: 

(A6) p(XI w= k, W := i) := p(XIIV := i) for allj, k := 1.2, 

•.. ,111 

(A7) P(W = k, Ak(n)) > 0 for all k, n 

(A8) P(W:= k, Ak(n)) > 0 for all k, n. 

A proof can be found in Ref. (5). 
It is not difficult to observe that fJk;(n), 

ptj(n)E [0, 1J for all k, i = 1.2, ... , In, as it is known 
that 

"' 
P(w:= k):= I P(w = k,IV :=i) 

j=l 

:= Inpkj' 
j 

4.	 PERFORMANCE OF THE GGA R!ELAnv TO THAT OF' 
THE ~ON-GGA 

Before a comparison of the perrormances or the 
two algorithms can be made, it is necessary to 
introduce a suitable measure of the quality of learning. 
Ideally, such a function should estimate, at each 
instant n, the distance between the current state On 
and the optimal state 0. One convenient performance 
index of learning is the MSE of the estimate at each 
instant, namely, 

(4) 

for discrete algorithms of learning. 
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In the following sections, we shall drop the suffix 
k denoting the class, for convenience, unless it is Q. = f(Xn ) - 0,
required for the sake of clarity. 

Thus ZJ = QiQI, and 
Performance index of the GGA 

" 
The GG A is defined as	 E(Z.) = B2 "E(Z I) + L Bi + l..p j E(1j),

j=2 
for n = 1, U. = f(X.l (Sa) .i 

where Bi,j = IT (ii:Pk + qk)' 
and for n > 1, U. = J.:=i 

{o -0.)8._ 1 + a.f(X.) with probability P. (Sb) 

Un - with probability q. = 1 - P., (5c) and E(Pi- N;l = 0,l 

on account of our assumption (AS) regarding thewhere all symbols are as in Section 3 and 
independence of the observations, 

P. = P(X. E G(Jl~~ I • A.)) 
we have
 

= P(Ak(n)), say.
 
E(T,;) = a} E(Qj,Q,;J.

Let p. = D - O.n 

ThusThen PI = f(X ,) - 0, (6a) 

and, for n > 1, .
P= {ii.P._ 1 + °n{f(X.) - 0) with probability P. (6b)	 + L Bj+ 1,.aj,pjE(Qj,Q), (9a) 

j= 2 
•	 p.- 1 with probability q., (6c)
 

where ii j = 1 - aj'

where a. = I - an-

We observe that equation (5a) is actually equivalent
Thus, E(D.) = p.E(ii.8n _ J + a.f(X.)) + q.E(O._I) 

to equation (Sb) with
 
= (onP. + qn)E(O. - I) + a.p.E(f(X.)).
 

a J = 1 
= (G.Pn + qn)[(an.. I P.- I + q. - dE(8" - 2) 

PI = 1. 
+ a._ IPn- I E(f(X,,_ Jl)] + a"p.E(f(Xnl) 

Equation (9) is therefore equivalent to . 
= IT

. 
(aiP; + q,,)E(8 ,)	 E(Z.) = L Bj+ I.na/pj Ejj , (9b) 

j= 1 
i~2 

" .	 where 
+ L IT (iiiP; + q;)ajPJE(f(Xj)) 

j=2i=J+ 1	 (7a) Ejj = E(Qj,Qj) 

if we follow the convention that = E[( f(X,;)- 0k)'( r(X) - Odlw = K] 
m 

IT
.

(aiP; + qil = 1Vm > n.	 = L fJkj(j)E[( f (X j) - Ok)'( f (X,;) - Ok) Iw = i] 
j~ 1i=rn 

Writing	 + L 
m 

fJt,(j)E[( frO) - 0k)'( frO) - Okll w = i] 
i=lJ j 

Ai,J = IT (OkPk + qk) = IT (l - akPk)' on aeeount of equation (3). 
1;=1 k=i 

Let us now assume that 
we have, from equation (7a), (A6) r j = E[II f(X) - Ojflw = j] exists,. 

so thatE{8.) = A 2 ,.E(Oj) + L Aj+l,.ajpjE(f(X)), (7b)

j=2
 

'" 
Eij= L fJki(j)[r, + IIO;-OkI1 2]Similarly, if we define	 i= L ., 

Z" = p~p. = 110" - 011 2, +	 L fJti(j)[II.f(O) - 0;11 2 + II OJ - Ok 11 
2

] 
i=l 

then	 (10) 

(8a) 
Pe~formance index qf the non-GGA 

and, for n > 1, The non-GGA is defined asP) 

Z. = ii;Z._1 + 1;, with probability P" (8b) Un = f(X d for n = 1 (lla) 

= Z,,_ I with probability q., (8c) = iiU._ 1 + a. f(X.) for n > 1. (lIb) 
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Clearly, proceeding as before, 

1M 

+ .L aAi+ I."E( f(X)), (12) 
i-=} 

where 

A~j = IT
j 

iik = nJ 

(i - Q k)· 
k=; Ie::.; 

Writing 

where 

Tj = aJQj.Q; + 2QiOiPj - 1Q;, 

pt = Ok - 0 

so that 

P(Tj) = a/P(Qr) as P(P';-tQ;l = 0, 

we have 

" + I Bj+ 1.,,0/ E*(Q'rQ;l,
;=2 

where £ denotes expectation under the probability 
model given by Pathak-Pal and Pal,P> and 

B* nj -2i.j = Q k . 
k=i 

Note. Equations (12) and (13) can also be obtained 
directly from equations (7) and (9) by specializing the 
value of P,I as 1 for all j. Clearly, this is because the 
non-GGA is a special case of the GGA for which 

I." = 00. 

Under assumption (AS) of independence of the 
rraining samples, and wri ting Q 1 = 1 and Pl = 1, we 
have 

" £*(2:) = I a/Bj+ l."E*(Q';,Q) 
j~ I 

" 
= I a/Bj+ I."£t, (13) 

j= 1 

where 

'" 
= I 8ki[l'; + 110, + Ok11 2J, (14a) 

i= I 

where 

As 

8ki = fidn) + f3t;(n) for all 11 > 0, 

we must have 

Et = I 
m 

UJdj) 
j= I 

(14b) 

so that 

Efi - Ejj = I 
no 

f3bU)[I', 
1 = 1 

If we assume that 

(A7) /;(X»/;{O) foralli=1,2, ... ,q 

then 

From equations (9) and (13) it follows that 

if and only if 

B,+ l."PJEji < Bj+ I."Et for all j = I, 2.... , n. (15) 

Let us examine this set of necessary and sufficient 
conditions closely. 

First of all, we note that. as 

o~ 0./ ~ ii/p) + q)::s; I, whatever j, 

we must ha ve, for all i, j, 

(16) 

Also, it is sufficient to consider the case where 
EIi > 0, as condition (15) is always trivially true when 
Ej; = O. 

Rewriting the inequality (15) as 

(17) 

where Ejj > °for all j, 
we have, for j = n, 

p" ~ E:"/£,,", 
which is, in effect, redundant, if assumption (A 7) holds, 

by which E:"/E"" :;::.: 1 necessarily. 
Let us write 
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and 

eJ = EdEu· 
Then (17) can be written as 

(18) 

However, as Rj.k is monotonically non-increasing 
in k for fixedj, condition (18) is equivalent to 

(19) 

as (17) must hold for all n > j. 
Let us examine the infinite product 

.C£ 

R = n [ak2/(Ok 2Pk + qk)] 
k=2 

'" = n (l - ck ), say, 
k~2 

where 

Ck = [( 1 - ilk 2)qkJ/[ak 2Pk + qkJ 

= dk(l - pd/(1 - dkPk), 

with dk = 1 - a/. 
From standard results on infinite products/S) it 

follows that a necessary and sufficient condition for 
"" n (I - Ck) to converge is that 

k~2 

At this stage, we state the following lemma (a proof 
is provided in the Appendix): 

Lemma 4.1 

Let {Xk} be a sequence of positive numbers E(O, IJ 
such that 

Xk = bk{l - Ck)/(l - bkCk), 

where bk , ck E (0, 1). 

Then 

if bk > bu Land Ck < Cu I for all k = I, 2, 3, 

This lemma provides sufficient conditions for 

L
:c

(1 - Ck) co converge. These sufficient conditions 
k=2 
are: 

(i) dk > dk+ I, i.e. ak > au I for all k (20) 

(ii) Pk < P. + Lfor all k. (21) 

Let us return to condition (19). We now have 
sufficient conditions for R to exist. Our next problem 
is to find its value, if possible. For this purpose, we 
make use of the following lemma (a proof is provided 
in the Appendix): 

Lemma 4.2 

Let us consider the inhll1te product 

n (1 - r.),r.E(O, I], 
.=2 

where 

such that 

(i) bbCkE(0,1), 
(ii) bk --> 0 as k --> 00, 

(iii) b. > bu I for all k = 1, 2, ... 
(iv) ck < Ck+ J for all k = 1, 2, . 

If Ck = bk+ rib. for all k, then 

7J n (l - rd = (1 - b2)· 
k=2 

This lemma can be used directly for the solution of 
the problem at hand, namely, to find conditions under 
which the sequences {a/,} and {Pn} satisfy condition 
(19). We shall establish later how and why this is 
possible. 

If we apply lemma 4.2, then 

Pk = dk~ I/d• 

R = 1 - d2 = a2 , 

R2 •j = (1 - d2)/(1 - djp), 

so that condition (19) becomes equivalent to 

Pj $ ep - diP.;}. 

Obviously, a sufficient condition for (19) to hold is, 
therefore, 

(22) 

All the major conclusions arrived at in this section 
can be formally stated as follows: 

Theorem 4.1 

Let (0.) and (On) be sequences of estimates defined 
by equations (5) and (11) respectively. Let D(.) be as 
defined in equation (4). 
If 

(P 1) f: RN --> Rq is such that 
fj(X);?; f,(O),i = 1,2, ... , q 

(P2) {an} is strictly monotonically decreasing 

(P3) an --> 0 as 11 --> 00 

(P4)Pn = (1 - a~+ tl/(l - a~), 
where an = 1 - an 

(PS) a~ > [(l - en) - ena;J for n = 1, 2, 
where ej = Ej}/Eu' Et and En being as in equa
tions (10) and (14) respectively, 

then 

Remarks 

It is interesting to note that jf we take an == lin, 
then all the requirements (P I)-(pS) are satisfied. 
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5. AN APPROXIMATION TO ~, and 

In this section we shall show that it is possible to 
obtain certain approximations to the zone-controlling 
parameter I.n , if the following assumptions are made: 

(U) For every k = I, 2, ... , tn, the distribution of 
X(k}, i.e. the feature vector having the "given" label k 
(as opposed to the true label), is an N-variate normal 
with mean vector 

In 

~k = L Skj~j 
.i~ 1 

and dispersion matrix 

In 

l:k = L Skj"!:.j, 
J= I 

where 

Let iik(n) be as in Ref. (6), that is, let iik(n) 
'" 

= I ftk)n)~j, where 
J<::::J 

pk)n) = P(Ak(n)!X,}v = k, W = j)Skj' 

(L2) iik(n) can be approximated by IJk' 

Remark 

One situation in which conditions (U) and (L2) 
can surely be expected to hold is in the ideal case, i,e, 
where there is no mislabeling. In such a situation 
these conditions become respectively equivalent to 

(Ll)' For every k = 1,2, ... , m, the distribution of 
X(k), i.e. the feature vector having (he "given" label k 
(as opposed to the true label), is N-variate normal 
with mean vector 

and dispersion matrix 

(L2)' IJk is equal to iik(n) (1) 
Thus whenever we assume that (U) and (L2) hold, 

we are, perhaps, assuming the absence of mislabeling 
in the training set, an assumption which may not 
always be justified, so any results based on these 
assumptions will, at best, bc approximate. However, 
we had to resort to them to make the problem and 
its treatment sufficiently tractable to yield useful 
results. 

We have the following result: 

Theorem 5.1 

Let jIn and A, be as in sections 2 and 4 and let 
assumptions (A I)-(A7), (Ll) and (L2) hold, under the 
set-up assumed in Section 3. Also, let 

B;' = (lin) L
n 

(X; - liM)(X; ~ jIn)' 
j= , 

Then for n> N, a large-sample approximation to j'n 

is given by 

J.; = [n(n + l)/(n - l)Jupl(l - up), 

where 

c = NI(n - N) 
up is the lower p-percentage point of the beta 

distribution with degrees of freedom N12 and 
(n - N)/2, so that 

p = [B(NI2,(n - N)/2)r 1f u(n/2)- '(I - U)(M-Ii)/2} - I du 

B(NI2,(n - N)/2) 

= II U("/2}- 1(1 - u)(\n-li)i2}- I du. 

Proof. As assumptions (A6) and (A8) hold, it follows 
from Refs. (7) and (6) respectively that 

and 

implying that 

(A - ~) - (jIn - iik(n))::' O. (23) 

Also, as an = lin, it follows that An is nothing but 
the arithmetic mean of the n observations X(,k), XSk >, 
.. _, X~k}, so that from well-known results of statistical 
sampling theory, it follows, on account of (Ll), that 

AM ~ Nr,(llk> Oln)f:k ). (24) 

Relations (23) and (24) together imply that 

(25) 

L 
where the notation --l denotes convergence in distri
bution or Law' "~" denotes "is distributed as" and 
N /1(. ,.) is the N - variate normal variable. 

By (AS), X~·t 1 is independent of Xr', X~>" .. , X~k' 

and hence of .Jn(lin - #.(n), so that 
L _ 

[I + Ilnr l(Xn + I - (lin - jlk(n))) --l N/I(iibr.d. (26) 

Also, for i < n + 1, 
L _ 

[1 - lin] - I(X j - (lin - iik(n))) --l N/i(ilk> "!:.d, (27) 

since, by (23), cov(X j , jln) - cov(X;, Ak(nj) --l O. 
Also it can easily be observed that 

E[(X j - ii.) - (flM - #k(n»)] [(Xi - ii.) - (jln - iik(n))]' 

= (1 - 1In)!:. if i = j 
= - (lln)i: k if i ¥- j. (28) 
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Applying (L2) to (26) and (27) gives 

and, for i < n +1, 

J[nj(n + I)](X, - P.) --. 
L

N",(0, t.). (30) 

The relation (28) implies that . 
[nj(n - 1)] I E[(X; - ftk) 

i= L 

- (Pn - jI.(n))] [(X, -ltd - (Pn - ,uk(n))]' 

~ H-;",(td n - I), 

the N-variate central Wishart distribution with n - 1 
degrees of freedom, so that we are justified in claiming 
that 

(n/(n. - 1)) I
n 

(X; - ,U.)(X, - fl.)' --. 
L 

W",(tkln. - 1), 
i~ 1 

(31) 

i.e. 
L _ 

(n 2j(n - 1))B. --. W",(:I:kln. - I).
 

Relations (29) and (31) together imply that
 

f. 

[(n. - 1)2jn(n + 1)](Xn+ I - fin)'B; J(XnT 1 - Pn) --> T; - I' 

the N -variate central Hotelling T 2 distribution with 
n - 1 degrees of frcedom, i.e. 

L 
[(n - If/n(n + 1)]d2(X~~ I>fi,,)--> T;_I' (30) 

The theorem follows from this if we remember that 

(1) if T is an N-variate central Hotelling T 2-statistic 
with k degrees of freedom, then 

[(k - N + l)jN](Tjk) ~ F(N, N - k + I), 

the central F-statistic with (N, N - k + I) degrees of 
freedom, 

(2) if F is a central F-statistic with (m, n) dJ thcn 

U = eFj( 1 + eF) ~ Beta(m!2, nj2), 

the Beta variate with (mj2, n/2) dJ, where c = mjn. 
Hence thc theorem is proved. 

Remarks 

(I) Karl Pearson tabulated the incomplete beta 
function 

for a large number of values of m and n.(9) It is not 
difficult to determine the approximate value of n given 

a large number of values of n, for purposes of ready 
reference. 

(3) The point mentioned under (2) actually high
lights a distinct advantage of the given method for 
determining i,., as compared with the methods used 
earlier.(4.6) The latter involves a fair amount of compu
tation, as the eigenvalues of an N x N matrix have 
to be computed at each iteration. Further, the values 
of n have to be computed afresh for every new 
problem. 

(4) A word of caution is necessary here. The given 
method is only an approximate one and is based 
mostly on large-sample theory, so it is quite possible 
that the values obtained may not yield very satisfac
tory results in small-sample situations. 

6. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

To demonstrate the different features of the pro
posed method for evaluating An' the GGA is applied 
to an artificially generated data set for a two-feature 
three-class pattern recognition problem, the values of 
i.. being calculated by the method mentioned in 
Thcorem 5.1. The data set was generated using 
random normal deviates from Ref. (10), with mean 
vectors and covariance matrices as given in Table 5. 

The method used for obtaining a sample (x, y) from 
the population N(~, E) where 

~ = (flx' Il y)' and :I: = [axx axyJ 
a X)' Oyy 

from a pair of random normal deviates (Yx, yy) was 
based on the following well-known result: 

Lemma 5.1. 

If (x, y) is distributed in the bivariate normal form 
with mean vector 

~ = (llx,flJ 

and dispersion matrix 

then (ylx) is also normally distributed with 

E(ylx) = Il vlx = fly + (oy/ax)(x - flx) 

and 

var(Ylx) = o;lx = a;(l - p2). 

Thus, we havex = Il x + 'txJax,x 
and Y = flYlx + 'tyo,Ylx' 

From the sets of samples so obtained for each of 
the three classes, training sets of size 20 for each of 
them were obtained by mixing at random the elements 
of the three sample sets, using the following ((au))
matrix: 

above with the help of these tables. 
17 I(2) These approximations of A. depend only on the 1 

dimension N of the feature vector, apart from n, so it ((a;)) = 20 ~ 16 
[

is possible to tabulate their values for different N for 3 15~ J' 
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Table 1. Lambda values ror reat

lleration no. 
(n) Lambda value 

1 
2 
3 11.2450 
4 5.5656 
5 4.4333 
6 3.8401 
7 3.5659 
8 3.3988 
9 32876 

10 3.2104 
11 3.1556 
J2 3.1153 
13 3.0839 
14 3.0596 
15 3.0415 
16 3.0284 
17 3.0165 
18 3.0078 
19 3.0022 
20 29968 

This means, for example, that the training set ror class 
I contains 17 samples rrom class I, I sample from 
class 2 and 2 samples rrom class 3, and so on. 

The values or i'n obtained using Theorem 5.1 with 
N = 2 and the help or Rd. (9), are given in Table 1 
for n = 1, 2, ... , 20. The GGA and the non-GGA 
were lmplemented on the three training sets ror a 
number or different permutations of the samples 
within each set. In each case. ror each or the classes, 
we computed, arter every iteration and ror both 
algorithms, the "average" distances or the estimates 
rrom the two sets or "true" parameter values defined 
below in the rorm or their MSEs, as 

where p* is the "true" value chosen. 
The two types or "true" parameter values consid

ered are 
(l) the "true" sample parameter values obtained 

with the help or all the eonectly labeled training 
samples or the respective classes, and 

(2) the "true" population parameter values. 
These "true" parameter values are given in Table 5. 
The "average" distance (MSE) defined above is simply 
the square root or the arithmetic mean or the squared 
Euclidean distances or the estimates rrom their "true" 
values. These individual Euclidean distances too, were 
taken into account ror purposes of comparison or the 
two algorithms. 

It was round, in a large majority or cases, that 
the distances, particularly the MSEs, ror the GG A
estimates were smaller than those ror the non-GGA
estimates. This was round to be strictly true in thc 
cases where the sample "true" values were the values 
used as the standard. As a typical example, the 
complete results ror one particular permutation or the 

~minil:lf'o;':lr"e 'g~Ve'f1 TB" 1§'b7eS"L, '~t'an~' 4'1gspec11v~r;. 
The initial and final estimates, as obtained by both 
the algorithms, are given in Table 5. Also, it should 
be noted that we have estimated [he "uncorrected" 
second-order moments rather than the central second
order moments. In other words, we have estimated 
E(xx') rather than E(x - ,lJ)(x - Pl'. This had to be 
done because otherwise condition (PI) would not 
have been satislied. 

Another very important reature observed in Tables 
2-4 is that with the set of i'JI values obtained automat
ically by the method described here, the GGA was 
able to detect and discard all the mislabeled samples 
in most of the cases examined. This is definitely a 
positive reature of the present work. 

7. CO. ·U..l.ISION 

I n this work we have presented a method ror the 
automatic determination of the threshold values i'n 

for a certain class of recursive parameter learning 
algorithms (GGAS)!1.4) which are used to discard 
"doubtful" training samples. This has been done under 
certain normality assumptions. T. e values obtained 
are fou nd to be independent or the class parameter 
values. They depend only on the values or the reature
vector dimension Nand rhe iteration number n 

through the percentage-points or the beta distri1;)ution 
with parameters N /2 and (n - N)/2. The effectiveness 
or the thresholds so obtained has been demonstrated 
on a three-class two-reawre pattern recognition prob
lem. 

SUMMARY 

This work is a continuation or our earlier work [1.4) 

on a class or recursive learning algorithms (GGA) 
which resort to restricted updating to tackle the 
problem or the presence or"dubious" training samples. 
Basically, sueh algorithms operate by computing the 
distance or the current training sample Xn rrom the 
current estimate p" _1 or the mean vector and compare 
it with some threshold value i'n; the current traming 
sample is selected ror updating only ir the distance is 
less than the threshold. In this work we have presented 
a method ror the automatic selection or such threshold. 
This has been done by minimizing the MSE for 
the GGA with respect to the threshold value i. n . 

Making certain assumptions about the normality 
or the unconditional distribution or the reature 
vector, we have obtained estimates 1'01' i'n as 
i.; = [n(n + 1)/(n -l)Jup!(l - up). 
where 

c = /V!(n - N),
 
N is the dimension or the reature vector,
 
/] is the iteration number,
 
up is the lower p-percentage point of the beta distri

bution with degrees or freedom N/2 and (/1 - N)/2,
 
so that
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Table 2. Learning of means and covariances for class 1 using GGA and non-GGA 

Euclidean dislanees from "true" sample values of 

GGA estimates of non-GGA estimates of 

Sample Training True Mean vector Covariance Mean vector Covariance 

no. sample class Distance Update? Indiv. Av. Indiv. Av. Indiv. Av. Indiv. Av. 

1 9.41 14.72 1 1.358 1.358 34.219 34.219 1.358 1.358 34.219 34.219 
2 11.20 15.09 1 0.592 1.047 14.265 26.215 0.592 1.047 14.265 26.215 
3 12.38 13.80 I 4.12 y 0.248 0.867 5.975 21.681 0.248 0.867 5.975 21.681 
4 10.82 14.34 1 0.57 Y 0.206 0.758 4.939 18.938 0.206 0.758 4.939 18.938 
5 10.58 16.67 1 5.40 N 0.206 0.684 4.939 17.082 0.433 0.705 12.468 17.832 
6 8.91 15.46 I 8.47 N 0.206 0.630 4.939 15.723 0.539 0.680 14.408 17.309 
7 10.38 13.25 I 6.61 N 0.206 0.588 4.939 14.676 0.334 0.642 8.406 16.337 
8 5.41 6.48 2 42.40 N 0.206 0.555 4.939 13.839 1.167 0.729 27.726 18.155 
9 9.42 11.41 1 19.76 N 0.206 0.528 4.939 13.151 1.388 0.828 35.183 20.749 

10 8.48 14.39 1 8.46 N 0.206 0.505 4.939 12.573 1.416 0.904 36.373 22.799 
Il 8.07 10.19 3 30.29 N 0.206 0.486 4.939 12.080 1.737 1.009 45.636 25.727 
12 9.66 13.66 I 7.60 N 0.206 0.469 4.939 11.654 1.706 1.084 45.409 27.902 
13 10.33 14.48 1 2.33 y 0.084 0.451 2.807 11.224 1.599 J.132 42.795 29.318 
14 6.06 9.49 3 73.16 N 0.084 0.435 2.807 10.841 1.975 1.212 52.343 31.525 
15 10.91 12.82 1 16.95 N 0.084 0.421 2.807 10.499 1.918 1.271 51.555 33.238 
16 12.20 14.37 1 4.69 N 0.084 0.408 2.807 10.189 1.746 1.306 47.052 34.265 
17 11.99 16.39 I 10.24 N 0.084 0.396 2.807 9.909 1.512 1.319 39.983 34.628 
18 13.60 16.48 1 1.65 Y 0.622 0.412 18.223 10.544 1.244 1.315 31.720 34.472 
19 11.03 12.96 1 0.72 y 0.507 0.418 13.452 10.717 1.235 Ul1 32.083 34.351 
20 11.41 16.42 1 0.74 Y 0.592 0.428 17.098 11.123 1.077 1.300 27.268 34.032 

Table 3. Learning or means and covariances for class 2 using GGA and non-GGA 

Euclidean distances from "true" sample values of 

GGA estimates of non-GGA estimates of 

Mean vector Covariance Mean vector CovarianceSample Training Truc 
no. sample e1ass Distanee Update? lndiv. Av. Indiv. Av. Indiv. Av. Indiv. Av. 

1 5.56 4.54 2	 1.144 1.144 10.499 10.499 1.144 1.144 10.499 10.499 
2	 4.68 4.42 2 0.730 0.959 5.900 8.516 0.730 0.959 5.900 8.516 

y3	 6.19 4.72 2 1.73 1.079 1.001 10.056 9.058 1.079 1.001 10.056 9.058 
y4 5.37 4.02 2 0.96 1.000 1.000 8.966 9.035 1.000 1.000 8.966 9.035 

5 0.51 4.19 2 9.34	 N 1.000 1.000 8.966 9.021 0.315 0.906 1.975 8.1 29 
6 2.57 4.29 2 11.70	 N 1.000 1.000 8.966 9.012 0.472 0.849 2.531 7.493 
7 4.11 3.68 2 8.88	 N 1.000 1.000 8.966 9.005 0.423 0.802 3.019 7.030 

y8 2.27 6.19 2 3.1 8 0.769 0.974 6.648 8.745 0.750 0.796 5.568 6.864 
y9 6.88 3.11 2 1.36 0.774 0.954 7.088 8.577 0.396 0.762 2.151 6.511 

10 3.04 9.57 3 12.41 N 0.774 0.938 7.088 8.440 0.897 0.776 8.992 6.800 
11 4.37 4.07 2 0.77 Y 0.645 0.915 5.492 8.216 0.821 0.781 8.166 6.936 
12 9.78 8.27 1 5.64 N 0.645 0.895 5.492 8.024 1.024 0.804 12.932 7.618 
13 7.96 5.73 2 3.77 N 0.645 0.879 5.492 7.858 1.126 0.833 14.872 8.401 
14 2.98 5.00 2 8.88 N 0.645 0.864 5.492 7.714 1.081 0.853 13.688 8.884 
15 4.50 8.89 3 17.30 N 0.645 0.851 5.492 7.586 1.325 0.892 16.774 9.613 
16 4.26 5.44 2 5.40 N 0.645 0.840 5.492 7.472 1.325 0.925 16.403 10.171 
17 4.25 9.97 3 9.93 N 0.645 0.830 4.492 7.370 1.591 0.977 20.214 11.018 
18 4.99 3.09 2 1.88 y 0.560 0.817 4.420 7.238 1.451 1.009 18.604 11.571 
19 4.32 5.54 2 2.08 Y 0.559 0.806 4.413 7.117 1.450 1.037 18.301 12.020 
20 5.23 4.07 2 0.66 y 0.562 0.795 4.349 7.005 1.382 1.057 17.406 12.345 

feature vector and are simple functions of certain 
P = [B(N/2, (n - N)/2)] - I ru(nlZ) -)(1 - uj<ln- N.I2l- I du percentage points of the beta distribution with par

ameters N /2 and (n - N)/2. As comprehensive tables(9) 
for the cumulative probabilities of this distribution

B(N/2,(n - N)f2) = f r/"/2)-I(1 - uj!(n- Nl/2)-1 duo 
are available for a large number of values of the 
parameters, the determination of .l.n is a simple matter. 

It is to be noted that these estimates are distribut- These approximations to the An values thus ha ve the 

ion-free, that is, they do not involve the parameters added advantage thai they do not have to be com

of the underlying distribution. They depend only on puted afresh for each problem; they can be tabulated 

n, the iteration number, and N, the dimension of the for different values of Nand n once and for all. To 
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Table 4. Learning of means and covariances for class 3 using GGA and non-GGA 

Euclidean distances from "true" sample values of 

GGA-estimales of non-GGA estimates of 

Sample Training True Mean vector Covariance Mean vector Covanance 

no. sample class Distance Update? Indiv. Av. Indiv. Av. Indiv. Av. Indiv. Av. 

I 4.30 8.51 3 2.041 2.041 42.445 42.445 2.041 2.041 42.445 42.445 
2 6.62 1081 3 0.779 1.545 15.615 31.980 0.779 1.545 15.615 31.980 
3 5.50 10.34 3 2.03 y 0.587 1.306 11.727 26.975 0587 1306 11.727 26.975 
4 6.57 11.69 3 2.22 Y 0.606 1.171 9.167 23.806 0.606 1.171 9.167 23.806 
5 4.95 6.46 2 7.97 N 0.606 1.082 9.167 21.684 0.924 1.126 15.521 22.396 
6 3.59 11.43 3 3.28 y 0.254 0.993 4.947 19.898 0.510 1.049 9.316 20.795 
7 4.56 11.88 3 1.74 y 0.408 0.932 8.442 18.696 0.212 0.974 4.227 19.319 
8 4.72 8.25 3 8.21 N 0.408 0.884 8.442 17.741 0.452 0.925 8.964 18.347 
9 4.27 4.62 2 36.76 N 0.408 0.844 8.442 16.962 1.049 0.940 18.380 J8.351 

]0 4.86 11.12 3 0.14 y 0.455 0.814 9.258 16.355 0.874 0.933 15390 18.076 
11 5.03 4.03 2 20.31 N 0.455 0.788 9258 15.842 1.367 0.981 22.870 18.563 
12 8.61 14.16 1 23.09 N 0.455 0.766 9.258 15.401 0.944 0.978 12.U6 18.115 
13 6.7J 10.64 3 1.42 y 0.474 0.747 9.320 15.021 0.879 0.970 11.054 17.672 
14 8.67 10.02 I 3.12 N 0.474 0.731 9.320 14.688 0.946 0.969 12.134 17.336 
15 7.01 701 3 10.47 N 0.474 0.717 9.320 14.392 1.139 0.981 15.405 17.214 
16 2.54 9.12 3 2.16 y 0.270 0.697 4.973 13.990 1.066 0.986 15.404 17.106 
17 5.58 11.55 3 0.37 y 0343 0.682 6.735 13.671 0.949 0.984 13.258 16.904 
18 2.56 13.24 3 3.05 N 0.343 0.667 6.735 13.380 0.695 0.970 8.623 16.553 
19 2.48 10.92 3 1.58 Y 0.463 0.658 7.445 13.135 0.598 0.955 7.569 16.205 
20 9.53 9.07 3 2.83 Y 0.238 0.644 4.435 12.840 0.693 0.943 9.223 15.929 

Table 5. True and estimated parameter values for the three classes 

Class I Class 2 Class 3 

Population values of 
Mean vector 10.000 15.000 5.000 5.000 5.0GO 10.000 
Covariance matrix· 103.000 152.000 29.000 25.000 30.000 49.000 

(uncorrected) 152.000 233.000 25.000 29.000 49.000 103.000 

True sample estimates of 
Mean vector 10.747 14.512 4.516 4.069 5.142 10372 
Covariance matrix· 117.200 156.605 23.536 l8.100 30.038 52372 

(uueorrected) 156.605 212.656 18.100 18.323 52.372 110.139 

Iuitial estimates or 
Mean vector 9.406 14.720 5.558 4.540 4.305 8.511 
Covariance matrix· 88.471 138.456 30.891 25.233 18.529 36.636 

(uncorrected) 138.456 216.682 25.233 20.612 36.636 72.436 

Final GGA estimates of 
Mean vector 11.272 14.787 4.986 4.377 5.237 10.590 
Covariance matrix· 128.468 167.198 26.249 21.061 31.055 55.305 

(uneorrected) 167.J98 2J9.949 21.061 J9.993 55.305 113.306 

Fiual non-GGA estimales of 
Mean vector 10.112 13.643 4.691 5.440 5.433 9.743 
Covariance matrix· 106.176 141.853 25.991 25.748 33.402 53.318 

(uncorrected) 141.853 192.547 25.748 33.765 53.3J8 101.604 

·The matrix E (XX'). 
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andAPPENDIX " I - 1>2 I - 1» I - b,
(I - rtl = ---'--~'''---.Proof 0/ Lemma 4.1	 n'=2 1- b2C2 I - bJ{J I - b"en
 

Let ns write
 = (I - b2 )/( I - b,c") as c, = b, + lib, 
g(b. e) = 1>( I - e)i( 1 - be). --->(1 - b2 ) as 11---> 00, 

Then 
as 

0r> 0 and ~ < 0	 1 2: I - b"c" > I - bn -> I as 11 ---> CiJ,ab oc' 
implying that implying that if b, > b, + , and c, < C, • l' then 

R(I>" c) > glb, + I ,c) whatever C may be, 
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